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APPLICATION 07 WESThRN HEMLOCK TWJD TABLES
YOR OREGON M4D WASHINGTON TO STANDS IN

ALASKA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA

INTRODUCTION

crest management in the western portion of the North
American Continent bee developed slowly. Zn past years the
abundance of extensive virgin stands of timber have masked
from view the basis upon which the forest industry must
ultimately depend - soil and seoond'growth. Zn more reoont

years the industries dependent upon the forest for raw ma-
terials have corns to realize that forests are a crop, ca-
pable of growing and capable of being grown. With this
point of view came the need for' more intensive management.

The long time-period involved in growing forest crops
has given rise to the need for tools of management; tools
which can be employed to judiciously govern the &s. of the
axe and the saw. Such a tool is the normal yield table.
Through its use an attempt is macis to predict stand con-
ditions in the future, thereby providing a basis for
attaining a predetermined goal.

Normal Yield Tabløs

old table vailable for praci
portent species in od States. It has been the usual
practice to compile yield tables for nearly pure stands of
a given species and for a limited area within the range of



speolee. br zampl, the yield tables for Douglas-
(Psoudoteuga texifoija (Poir.) Brit,) are r.preaenta-
of stands consisting of et leet 80 percent of the

major species, and separate tables have been compiled for
the species in California, Oregon and Washington, and
British Columbia.

!xj3tjn Western Hemlock TI

When demand developed for western hemlock (Tsugs boter-

opblla (Ref.) Sarg.) and Sitka spruce (Pioea sitolieneis
(Bong.) Carr.) yield tables, an attempt was made to oompile

a composite set of tables which could be applied to pure
stands of western hemlock, pure stands of Sitka spruce and
the intervening combinations of a mixture of the two species.
They were also to be applicable to stands occurring through-
out the entire range of 8itka spruce and weatern hemlock
from southern Oregon to southeastern Alaska. This set of
tables was oomptled by Meyer (7) in 1937.

The tables were subsequently used widely an their
applicability questioned, moat of the criticism being with
respect to the site-index curves need to establish relative
productive capacities of the land. It was claimed that site-
index of bmlook stands was underestimated in the higher age
ranges. This situation was brought to the attention of the
West Coast borestry Procedures Committee which recommended

that an attempt be made to expla&n the discrepancies. As



result of this recommendation the Peotfie )ortbweet Porest
and Range Xxpsriinent Station initiated a review of western
hemlock and Sitka spruc. yields throughout the r nge of the
species.

The original data used in Meyer's tables had been col-
lected from temporary ewiple plots in Alaska, British Colum-
bia, and Oregon and Washington. The data also covered all
possible mixtures of th. two species. When the original
tables were compiled, this heterogeneous mass of data was

treated by procedures customarily applied to much more ho-
mogeneous material. It was suspected that this treatment
might have been the fundamental reason for reported failures
of the tables.

To test this hypothesis, the original data which Meyer
had used were segregated according to three recognized re-
gions --Alaska, British Columbia, and Oregon and Washing-

ton -- and according to species composition, based on the
percentage of the total plot basal area contributed by hem-
lock. Preliminary analyses of the data were made by Jack L
Wilson, a graduate student at Oregon State College. These

analyses demonstrated the need of separate site-index ourv
for stands predominating in one or the other species; but
there appeared to be no need for recognition of separate
localities, at least for stands predominantly hemlock. The

analyses also disclosed a lack of data for stands predomi-
nantly hemlock in the older age classes. Upon collection



of additions]. data to fill in the gaps, Barnes (2) proceed-
ed to compile a new set of site-index schedules for stands
varying from 40 percent to 100 percent of hemlock. Thus a

mixture of associated species to the extent of 0 to 60 psi'-

cent, based on the relative amount of basal area of the
several species in the stand, was permitted. ?he schedules
were deemed to be applicable to hemlock stands throughout
the entire range of the species.

Inasmuch as the basis of site classification of
Meyer's origInal tables was faulty, and since site is one of
the independent variables of the conventional yield tables,
It was naceasery to compile a new set of yield tables based
on the revised site olaseifioution system. iurtber analyses
made by Barnes indicated that for a given sIte there were some
appreciable differences among the regions in the relation-
ship betwøen average stand diameter and age. These differ-
ences suggested that new conventional yield tables would
have to be made for the separate regions.

O0NTTI0NAL TIZLZ TABLZS YRSU8
ATRAGZ DIETR YULD TABLES

inadequacy of oonventional normal yield tables
based on site and age has long been recognized. These ta-
bles are Inadequate not only for us. In predicting future

1Conventioual rate
in whióh the dependent
age and site-index.

a to the traditional type of table
i.ld variables are corn]. ted with



yields, but also in determining present yield.. It seems
logical that an instrument which falls to deftn. present
condition. adequately will tail also in the prediction of
future conditions.

Probably the most glarIng inadequacy of the conven-
tional yield tables is their failure to define conditions
of stands which very greatly from the normal. It has also
been recognized that the conventional tables often fail in
oases which appear to be normal in terms of one but not
all atandard.s of measurement (4, p.1). In a study made by
Barn.. (1, p.6) of three different expressions of stock-
ing determined by applioatioxa of conventional yield table
procedures to a given stand, normalities of 68 percent, 74
percent, and 125 percent were obtained on the basis of
basal area, average d.b.h., and number of trees per sore,
respectively.

Importance of A'verae Diameter n Predicting T&elda

A. early as 19 es (1) recognized th importance

of average stand diameter as a factor to be considered in
predicting timber yields. Ai a result of his study the
suggestion was made that the average stand diameter treat-
meat might be applied to the entire process of yield pre-
diction. It was found that the correlation between such
te.otors as average height, number of trees, basal area, and
volumes per sore with average stand diameter was much higher



than the correlation of these factors with sit. and age.

Meyer (7, pp.28-29) included partial yield tables based on

average diameter with the normal yield tables based on site
and ago, and reaffirmed the closer correlation which exists
between average stand diameter and dependent yield variables.

Newport (8, p.4.5) found that in general, yield tables based
on average diameter were superior to the conventional site-
index tables in determining present volumes and in predict-
ing future yields of western hemlock stands in Oregon and
Washington. Re also considered the one normal yield table
based on average diameter easier to use than the several
normal tables based on site aüd age.

Since Meyer's original work, new techniques and pro-
cedures have been deyeloped for yield table construction.
These involve th. preparation of a preliminary set of tables
based on the verieblse of the average atand diameter, aver-
age stand height, and number of trees per acre. These ta-
bles may be used in themselves for predicting future yields,
as is the intention for th. tables included in Meyer's yield
tables, but they may a].so be employed efficiently in subse-
quent preparation of the conventional type of site-index
tables (5, pp.14.06-4.07). Both types of tables have been com-
piled for even-aged stands of western hemlock in Oregon and
Washington (2).



Application of Average Diameter Yield Tabl

It seems desirable at this point to review the proced-
ure of yield estimation by the average diameter method to
help clarify the method used in the analyses of data for
this study. It has been demonstrated by Bruce (4.) that

present and futur. yields can be predicted from average
stand diameter yield tables with only a small amount of
mathematical manipulation.

Tirst, the normality concept, which enters into the
application of any type of yield table, should be considered.
As has been previously indicated, the normality of stocking
of a stand may vary greatly among the several possible stand'-
erds of measurement which might be used as a basis, when

expressed in terms of conventional yield table values.
Bruce (4., p.69) states that when average diameter yield
tables are used, '. . . . normality by number of trees and

by volume, however expressed, are identioal. It is there-
fore possible to obtain a simple normality expression
through the use of number of trees which will be applicable
to volumes. Inasmuch as estimates of volume are usually

the desired end of yield table applications, this simplif i-
cation of the normality concept should result in more
accurate determination of actual volume.

gatimation of volume of a stand involves oonsideratio
t three factors -- average diameter and average height of

the stand and number of trees per acre. In collecting field



data for

verag
d.b.h.
of stand

bid estiniatto

orma
number
of trees
per acre

a minimum size Indicated ii
must be recorded. In addit
ber of tress which are near

the diamo

tables,
on, the hi
the stand aver

arms verage vo ume p
height or by the various
trees of standards of measurement
average
d.b.b.

see above

ualiy 1.6 inches,
small num-

diameter

2Average diameter by the basal area method is diem-
st.r eu1va1ent of a tree of average basal area.

should be measured and recorded along with their oorrespond
ing diameters. If ft x's yield predictions ax's to be made,
the present age of the d must be determined. lrom the
field data average diameter is computed by the basal area
metbod. Average height and average d.b.h., also computed
by the basal area method, are determined for those trees for
which height measurements wore taken. The average d.b.h. of
this sa1l number of trees need not be identical with the
average total stand diameter due to the fact that the ratio
of average height to standard height will net change appreci-
ably with minor differences from the average diameter

(4, p.?).
The following table headings indicate the values us

ly included in the rage diameter yield tables;

To use these tables for estimating the present volume
ox stand, the volume corresponding to the average diameter



where

and

estimated volum, per sore,
tabular volume per tree

a actual average height of a
tabular height,
etual number of trees per acre.

9

of the stand is determined by interpolation from the base
table for th normal stand3. Correction for height is made
by multiplying this tabular volume by the average actual
height of the stand and dividing by the tabular height tar
the corresponding diameter. The value thus obtained is
then multiplid by the number of trees per acre. The fol-
lowing equation serves to illustrate the procedure;

The use of the tables for prediction of future yields
requires that future diametea' and future number of trees be
estimated. Additional tables are available for predicting
these values. It is assumed that the ratio of average height
will remain about the same throughout the life of the atad.
A study made by Newport (8, p.41) showed a standard error of

estimating future height ratios of several permanent bemloak
plots of 3.4. percent for 10 years when this assumption was
followed.

3Th.se tables may be compiled on the basis of volume per
sore or volume per tree. Since th. number of trees per acre
is recorded, the conversion from one to the other is a simple
matter.



redlotion of future yields is not treated in this
study so no further discussion is needed.

OBJCTS

As has been previously stated, a set of average 11am-
eter yield tables has bean compiled for stands consisting
predominantly of hemlock in the Oregon and Waahtngton re-

gion. The possibility existed that these tables might be
applicable to øtands in other regions. The first objective
was to test this possibility. If the tables were found to
be inapplicable to other regions, a further objective would
consist of determining the factors responsible for bhte
fast and attempting to devise adjustment teohniquea by
which the tables could be made to apply.

MTKOD OF ANALYSIS

The data used for the study of the Sitka epruae

western bemlook yield tables were made available to the
author for use in comparing the yields of second-growth
western hemlock stands. The data were first segregated
according to regions. The average plot diameter was comput-

Id by the basal area method. The plots were then grouped

according to average d.bJ3. into one-inch classes. A sum-

mary of the grouped date was made giving the following
formation for each diameter class by regions:

1. Average height of stand.

10



2. Number of trees per ao:rs over 1.5 inches
diameter.

3, Number of trees per acre over 6.5 inches.
4 Basal area per sore of tries over 6.3 inches
5. Cubic volume per acre contained In all trees

over 2,5 inches.
6, Cublo and International board-toot volumes

re in all trees over 65 inches.
7. International and 8ortbner board-foot volumes

per acre in all trees over 115 inches..
Average volumes and basal areas per tree were then calcu-
lated. These resultant dependent variables were plotted
over db.b. for eaoh region and balanced curves drawn.
Some of this work had been done previously by W. L Engø

of the Oregon State Department of Porestry.

Upon comparing the regional curves thus obtained,
to1lowii observations were made:

1. The average heights of trees in British
Columbia were very nearly the same as those of
Oregon and Washington for corresponding diameter
classes. Thu average stand heights of the
rouped plots in Briti8h Columbia verid from
94.4 percent to 114.9 percent of the height ourve
values of Oregon and Washington, but were distrib-
uted about the curve so as to fit it quite well.
When the height curves for British Oolumbia and
Oregon and Washington were plotted separately, such
little difference existed that it was felt that a
combined curve for th. two regions would suffice,
No auth similarity existed between average stand
heights in Alaska and average stand heights in
Oregon and WaehingtQn In all db.b. classes the
average height of trees in Alaska was less than
th. curved values of stand height in Oregon and
Washington. The plotted height curves definitely
occupied different levels,

U.
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2. Differences in average volume per tree be-
tween British Columbia and Oregon and Washington were
fairly consistent for all standards of measurement.In general, the curves of average volume per tree for
british Columbia were equal to or slightly higher
than those for Oregon end Washington. The curves of
volume per tree for Alaska were lower than those for
Oregon and Washington for Cubic Volume in trees 2.6
inches and over and 6.6 inches and over, and for
International board-toot volume in treeø 6,6 inches
and over, br the board-foot volumes by the Soribner
end International rules in trees 11.6 inches and
over, the volume curves for Alaska were higher than
those for Oregon and Washington up to an average
diameter of 12 inches and then wrt lower.
It was not expected that these original volume ourves

would coincid, for the three regions due to poseible differ-
ences in stana characterIstics. In attempting to explain

the differences in regional vo1ume, onaideration must be

given to the factors which affect voume differences in in

dividual trees. Volume varies among trees acoordiag to

differences in diameter, torn, and height. In this stdy

average stand diameter was used as the independent variable.

Since only stands of eqgal average diameter were compared

for the three regions, the differences should not be due to

diameter. This is the premise upon wh.toh averag, diameter

yield tables ax. based.

The form of a

contains. A rapidly tapering tr 111 have ls volume

than one which baa a more cylIndrical shape through the

lower part of its bole, Porn, too, must be eliminated as

a factor which would effect th. volume differences between

the regions because the cams volum, tables were used in

much 0 do 'i be volume



computing tree volumes for all regions. No form factor

was considered in determining tree volumes; therefore, all
trees were assumed to have the sam. form r.gard].es of re-
gion.

Height differences were found to exist among the
three regions. Inasmuch as tree volume varies with
height, this factor should account for at least part of
the volume differences.

In reviewing the three factors which might be respon-
sible for the volume differences noted, it was concluded
that differences in form could have no bearing; differen-
ce. in height would be of some significance; end ditfez'en-
ces in diameter wars sliMinated by using average diameter

as the independent variable, provided the method of deter-
mining it was sound.

An investigation of the techniques of determining av-
erage diameter was felt to be necessary. An exercise con-

ducted by the author confirmed the aot that an appre
able difference in average diameter values exists between
average diameter determined by the metbod of total diam-

stars divided by the number of trees and the average diam-
eter determined by the basal area method. The basal area
method always gives the larger value, and as the variation
within the stand inrsass, the difference beoome greater.
Thus, two stands having the same average diameters computed
by the former method might have different average diameters



2.6 percent, which be considered a y tolerable figure.

114.

when computed by the basal area method. Bruce and Sobumaob-

si (5., p.69) have establtsbed the r ationship of one to the

otlieras: )LZ=M2+cr2
B

here M i, the diameter quiva

lent of the tree of *Y4 ag. basal and is the arithme-

tiosi mean diameter.

n the aforementioned exercise average diame era were

computed by the basal area method of two stands having the

sam. arithmetical mean diameters but differing in the dis-

tribution of trees by size classes. Th. stand having the

greater average dta*eter as computed by the basal area

method also bad the greatest volume, thus indicating a

closer correlation bstwssn average diameter by the basal

area method end volume. Jor this study average diameter was

computed by the basal area method. It must be assumed, there-

fore, that the technique of determining average diameter

was the best method available.

Adjustment Height

As ba3 been prsv stated, average heights of atandi

of given diameters 41 among th. regions. on

of volume tables it can be observed that volume varies di

reetly with height. Bruce (4., p.4.) found that when volume in

cubic feet was adjusted by the ratio of average height of

the trees of average d.b.h. to the corresponding normal

height, the standard error of an estimate of volume was onl
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This direct means or adjustment for height differences
was applied to the data of British Columbia and Alaska in
an attempt to bring the volume curves for these regions to
a level and form of that of Oregon and Washington. Tigure 1

shows the relationship among the volume curves for the thre.
regions for each of the standards of' volume measurement used.

It will be noted that the British Columbia and Alaska curves

are both above the Oregon-Washington curve throughout the

greater portion of the range of the data.
Table 1 indicates the percentage differences of the

curves of British Columbia and Alaska from the Oregon..Wash-

tngton curve. The tabular values clearly indicate the fail-

ure of the height adjustment in bringing the volumes of the

thre. regions together. In the higher diameter classes the

differences of British Columbia from Oregon-Washington vol..

unes are tolerable. In tact, the correlation in the 15. to

18-inch diameter classes is very good. In general, however,

the differences were too large to be ignored.

Particularly large errors were evident in the sinai

d.b.h. classes for board-foot volume in trees 11.6 inches

and over. This great difference is not too aiifioant

however, for in these smaller average diameter classes

where very few trees above 11.6 inches are found, the yr

senca of only a few large trees could result in very lar

ditfereno.e when expressed in percent.

To, give a more precise picture of the differences
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Table 1. Differences of average volumes jer tree of Alaska
and British Columbia from Oregon and Washington
after adjustment for heights expressed, as per-
oentagei of Oregon and Waehington.
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which existed among the regions after the height edjuatment,

the percentage differences in Table 3. for Alaska and Br

ish Columbia were averaged and these average percentage dif

ferenosa were plotted over d.b.b. These values are shown

Figure 2. Only differences up to 60 percent were shown,

although Sor&bnsr and International values for trees 11.6

tn0b08 and over were higher than 200 percent for the five-

inch olasa. The values for cubic volum, of trees 2.6 inches

and over were not plotted, but reference to Table 2 shows a

fairly constant positive difference throughout most of the

d.b.h. range with the exception of three or four' classes

fox' Alaska.

Table 1, Figure 1, and Figure 2 not only indicate the

large differences which remain after adjustment for height,

but they also indicate that in practically all asses the

differences of Alaska and British Columbia with respect to

Oregon-Washington values tire poait&ve That is, Alaska and

British Columbia volumes are greater than Oregon-Washington

volumes throughout most of the diameter range. This fact

would tend to indicate that there are other factors affect-.

ing the volumes not yet considered or that tbr 1 some

fallacy in the technique of adjustment.

Proceeding on the assumption that the height adjustment

was sound, investigation was mad. of the basic data to deter-

mine what other factors might cause the dift.renoes. Con-

siderable variation was found to exist among the distributions
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of trees by diameter classes in the three regions. In Alas-
ka and British Columbia the individual trees in a stand of a
given average d.b.h. were distributed over a wider range of
diameters than was the case in Oregon and Washington. This

condition results in a larger volume per acre and also in a

larger volume per tree in stands of Alaska and British Col-
umbia, the differences becoming relatively greater es the
limit of meaeureaent departs positively from the average di-
ameter of the stand. The next problem, therefore, consis-
ted of finding a solution for adjusting the Oregon-Washing.-
ton tables to allow for this variation.

Adjustment for Differences in Dispersion

The first attempt to make this adjustment was based up-
on a ratio of the number of trees in Alaska or British Colum
bia to the number of trees in Oregon and Washington above a
given limit. Since stand tables had already been compiled
for each of the several regions, it was a simple matter to
evaluate the number of trees above any of the arbitrary lim-
its in any given region. The stand tables were too inaccur-
ate, however, to define the number of' tree5 with sufficient
accuracy to demonstrate the volume differences which existed
among the regions. This approach was therefore abandoned in

favor of a more promising possibility based on basal areas
in trees above the arbitrary diameter limits.
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Lea]. Area &&Justment. The principle of the basal area
adjustment evolved, from the fact that both basal area and
volume vary approximately as the square of the diameter.
This principle can best be illustrated by describing the oon

ditiona of two theoretical stands. The two stands have

equal average stand diameters, an equal number of tress
acre, and equal total basal areas per acre; but they have
different diameter distributions. The stand having the
greater dispersion of diameters will have a greater number
of trees above such a utilization limit as 11.6 inches, and
will, therefore, register a greater basal area and volume
above that diameter limit. Since the number of trees per
acre for the entire stand is the same in each ease, when the
basal area and volume of trees above the diameter limit for
each stand is divided by the total number of trees in the
stands, the resulting average basal area and average volume
per tree will be greater for the stand having the greater
dispersion.

Inasmuch as volume varies approximately as basa

area, a simple volume adjustment can be made by using the

ratio of average basal areas per tr'ee above the diameter
limit for the two stands. Since basal area is determined in
establishing average diameter of the entire stand, only a
small amount of additional calculations will be necessary to
determine average basal area above any specific diameter
limit.



'igure 3 shows thu relationship of average basal area
per tree for the three regions for the diameter limit of
11.6 inones and over. The OLUVOS for the diameter limit

of 6.6 inches and over were of the same form and in the same
relative positions, but the point of convergence was at a
smaller diaiaetar, about 10 inches.

Taylor (9, p.3) pointed. out that pure stands of hemlock
in Alaska tended to b ov3rstockud and as a oonsequsnce usu
ally stagnated. Figure 3 suggests the opposite to be tru,
for it can be seen that for any givuz d.b.h. olass a rela-
tively large average basal area in tres larger than 11.6
inches indicates a wide dispersion of diameters buoause
large trees must be balanced by about the same number of
small trees. This basal area difference between the regions
gives evidence to the prior observation that the basic data
indicate greater dispersion of sizes in Alaska and British
Columbia stands than In stands of 0reon and Washington, A

possible explanation of this variation is that hemlock stands
in Alaska are not typically pure hemlock, as is also mdi-
cated by Taylor (9 p.3), but exist n varyIng mixtures with

the primary associate, Sitka spruce, and a few other less
tolerant species. The less tolerant species ordinarily make
more rapid growth and hold the dominant position in the
stand. Presumably, the tendency toward. mixture of species
is more prevalent in British Columbia anti Alaska than in
Oregon end Washington.
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To adjust for this variation, a ratio of average basal
area per tree for A1aka and British Columbia to that of
Oregon end Washington for diameter limits of 6.6 inches end
over and 11,6 inches and over was computed for each d.b.b.
olses. Xt was felt that the average basal area ratio of the
6.6.4neb limit could be used also to adjust the cubic volume
of trees 2.6 inohas end over. Tb... ratios were used to
adjust the average volume par tree for each d.b.h. class for
Alaska and British Oolugbia. The adjustment was applied to
average volume per tree already adjusted for height, so tb.
two adjustments combined may be expressed as:

V

e volume per tree of a

where tho adjusted volume pr tree,
the original eve:
region,

the stand average height Of Oregon and
Washington,

the average stand height of a region,
the average basal area per tree for Oregon
end Washington,

the average basal area per tree for a region.

These adjusted values were plotted over d.b.JI. and
balanced curves drawn. Agreement among them waa much closer

than it was with only the height adjustment, but the Alaska
and British Columbia curves wi etil). higher than the
Oregon-Washington curves throughout most of their lengths.



The basal area adjustment brought the Alaska and Br
ish Columbia curves very close together. scans. of this the
differences of' these two regions from Oregon and Washington

were averaged and expressed in percent of the Oregon-Washing

ton values. Table 2 s'r1zes the differences. Th. values
from Table 2 were plotted over d.b.h. for four of the stand-
ards of measurement. Figure 4. is the graphic representation
of Table 2 with th xoeption that the cubic volume of trees
2.6 inches and over is not shown. The corresponding curve

values for this standard of' measurement followed th. same
general trend as the other fou: hing about the same

peak, but at the li-inch class instead of at about the 9-inch
class. It is possible that if the basal area adjustment
factor for trees 2,6 inches and over had been computed and
applied to this standard of measurement instead of' the
6.6-inoh factor, the curve would have been more nearly like
those of the other standards of measurement.

When Figure 4. is compared with Figure 2, it can be seen

that little was gained in adjusting volumes by the basal
area ratio in the upper portion of the d.b.h. olas8ee.
some oases the volume differences between Alaska and Brit-

ish Columbia and 0regon and Washington were increased. It
will be noted, however, that the percentage differences for
the various standards of measurement were made to agree
more noaxly with each other after the basal area adjustment
was made. Table 1 shows a difference in the International
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Table 2. Differences of average volume per tree of Alaska
and British Columbia combined from Oregon and
Washington after adjustmont for height and basal
area, expressed as percentages of Oregon and
Washington.

8.3

0.0

6 0.9

1.2

8 0.6

6.3

26

Td.s ulize varied ivideiy frt the general trend and was considered
tUWap'.eentatjye,

6.5

10.9

6.3

9.9

5.0

8.5

7.1

*

u.I 11.9 11149 11.3

12.2 12.5 13.7 1.3.3

10.9 12.7 u.0
11.0 10.9 9.2 12.1

9.5 8.0 5.9 5.5

5.6 S.b 3.8 2.8

5.9 1.7 3.2 2.6

2.5 0.0 2.0

1.0 .5 L2 3.8

0.2 0.0 3.5

0.0 24,5 5.8

12.0

13.2

8.2

13 8.8

5.0

2.7

0.1

3.7 0.0

18
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board-foot volume of trees 11.6 inches and over of 289 per-
cent for British Columbia for the 5-inch diameter class, 4.5
percent for the 8-inch olaas, and 16 percent for the 11-in
alase. The highest percentage difference of the average of
Alaska and British Columbia after the basal area adjustment
was made is 114.9 percent for the 8-inch class. Thus, the
basal area adjustment, although it failed to eliminate the
difference completely, did accomplish thre. things. First,
it eliminated the extreme differences among the region
which formerly existed in the smaller diameter classes for
board-foot volumes in trees 11.6 inches and over; asoond,
it brought about more uniformity in the differences which
remained among the various standards of measurement; and

third, it brought about a closer agreement between the Ala
ka and British Columbia volumes,

Differences

been made. To accomplish this

Soribner and International vol
over were plotted over d.b.b.,

er Hejht and Basal Area Adjuetmen

The second accomplishment of the basal area adjustment

mentioned above, that of a closer agreement of the percen-
tag, differences among the various standards of measurement,
led to the conclusion that a single curve could be construct-
ed to express the difference remaining for all standards of
msasurement after the height and basal area adjustments had

age differences for
of trees 11.6 inches and

rage values for cubic
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and International volumes of trees 6.6 inches and, over were
plotted and curves drawn. Figure 5 is the smooth curve av-
erage over all four standards of measurement. Comparison

of the average curve of all four standards with the average
curves for the 6.6- and, 11.6-inch limits showed a maximum

difference of plus or mInus 2.5 percent, which a rela-

tively small value.

RVD3W OP T.OHNIQUBS OF ADSNT

her Investigation of the basic data yielded no
clues as to other factors which might affect the yield dif
ferenoes of the three regions. Inasmuch as the difference
amaining between klaska and British Columbia and Oregon and

Washington was a positive difference in practically all oases,
it seemed advisable to review in greater detail the validity
of the techniques used in making the adjustments. For this
purpose anexeroise was posed to check the height adjustment
technique.

*xamination 2. weight Adjustment Technique

In this exercise the heights and diameters of 18 theo-
retical trees were compared to a like number of theoretical-
ly normal trees. $inoe diameter Is to be the independent
variable and number of trees is to be the same, only tree
heights will vary. Table 3 is set up to include both stands.
Diameter, which appears in the first column, will be the
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¶able . Ixarnpl of the ue of the ratio of normil height
to actual height for adjustinc tree volumes where
differences in height exist.

Assumed
DJ.B.
(inohee)

Aesumed
fletght
(feet)

Volume
bd.ft.)

Normal
Reight
(feet)

Normal
Volume

(bd.ft.)
Adjusted

Volume
(bd,ft.)

1.2 110 170 110 170 170

12 90 14.0 110 170 171

12 100 150 110 170 165

14. 110 250 120 270 273

14. 100 230 120 270 276

14. 80 180 120 270 270

16 14.0 440 130 4.10 4.08

16 120 380 130 410 4.12

16 130 410 130 410 410

18 160 670 14.0 580 587

1 14.0 580 140 580 580

18 120 500 14.0 580 53
20 120 630 150 790 787

20 130 680 150 790 784

20 14.0 730 150 790 782

22 140 900 160 1010 1028

22 150 960 160 1010 1024.

22 150 960 160 1010 1024

Tot *1 2230 8960 24.30 9690 9734.



both stands. Tree heights for the theoretical
id, which appear in the seoond column, were so chosen

that there would be variations within asob diameter olas.
In general, these heights were lower than the so-called
normal heights. Normal heights wire stablishe&t by drawing

a straight line from 110 feet for a 12-inch tree to 160 feet
for a 22-inch tree, making an inCrease in height of 10 feet
for each 2-inch increase in diameter. These values were
entered In the fourth column The tact that this height
curve i traight lin lies no afftot on the exercise ix-
oept that it doss eliminate the nece3stty of interpolating
within the volume tablee. Th volunes for 'the assumed tree
measurements were taken from Table 4.8 of Meyer's (7, p.67)

yield tables, which give board-toot volumes by the Soribner
rule for total height of trees for western hemlock.

The tree volumes which appear in the third column of
Table 3 were multiplied by the ratios of the normal heights
to the aumed heights. This adjUsted volume was uter.d in
the last column of the table.

Wh the height adjustment is applied to the individ-.
ael trees, the total adjusted volume for the 1 r.es ja

9,734. board feet. The difference of the adjusted volume
from the normal volume, expressed in terms of the normal
volume is:

- 9690 x 100 * 0. percent.
9690



It is desirable to know it there is an appzeotabl
difference betweun the total adjusted otumea obtained by

adjustments of individual trees and an adjustment applied to
the total sotual volume of all. the trees. The total. unad-

juated volume of all the trees is 8,960 board feet. If this
total volume is adjusted by tue ratio of total normal height
to total assumed height, the adjusted volume becomes:

he height adjizatmast was applied to individus
trees, the djffez'snce between the total. edjusted voluin
th. normal volume was only 0.4 peroent. When the total vol.

as of sU. th. trees was adjusted by the total heights ratio
the difterincs was doubled. Zn both oases, hOwever, the

difterenos, being 1.*i than on. percent, I. negligible.
Other similar exuotisa wsr. conducted using cubic vol

ussa and smaller diameters. Results of these .x.roissi wars
comparable to those shown above. For all practical purposes,
then, it can be stated that volume varies in direct propor
tion to variations in bsigh

exsroise does not exactly parallel the adjustment
which was made of the basic data, however, for in the basic



means that the ratio of average height of the total stand of
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data not all trees were above the diameter limit of utiliza-
tion as wag the case In the exercise. In adjusting the baa-
Ia data, the ratios of average heights of the total stands
were applied to volumes contained in only those trees above
a merchantable limit of utilization. It appears that thIs
method of adjustment is valid only it the ratio of average
heights of the total stands is the same as the ratio of av-
erage heights of those trees above the diameter limit to
which the volume has been compiled.

Adustmsnt Ratio of Average Total Stand Usight vs.
Adjustment Ratio of Average Height of Trees Above the

DILE. Limit. It baa been previously mentioned that there
was a greater incidence of spruce or Douglas-fir in the
stands of British Columbia and Alaska than in stands of 0re-
gon and Washington. Individual trees of either species make
more rapid height growth than do the more tolerant hemlock

trees. In fact, being relatively Intolerant, they can por
slat in the stand only as dominants. It is probable, then,
that the trees in a mixed stand which are above the diam-
eter limit of merchantable utilization would consist to a
r.lativsly large extent of the lees tolerant species. These

intolerant trees will have an average height which Is great
er, in relation to the Oregon-Washington stands which con-
sist primarily of hemlock throughout the entire diameter
range, than will the smaller tolerant hemlock trees. This



Alaska or British Columbia will be different from the ratio
of average height of trees above the diameter limit. The

diagram whioh appears below will help to illustrate this
point.

Or egon-Washingt on

Alaska or British
Columbia

35

This diagram represents the height-diameter relation-
ship of two stands of equal average diameter. Only the vol-

umes of those trees above the dotted line indicating the
merchantable diameter limit for trees 11,6 inches will enter
into the volume calculations. If the adjustment ratio of
H'u : H'r were applied to Alaska or British Columbia vol..
umsa above the diameter limit of 11.6 inches, the resultant
volumes should be about equal to those of Oregon and. Wash-

ington, as was demonstrated in the foregoing exercise. How-

ever, if eight inches is the average stand diameter in both
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cases, and the ratio of Ru: Er were applied to the Ala
ka or British Columbia volumes, the resultant volumes would

be greater than those of Oregon and Washington because

Eu : Er is greater than E'u : B'r. It was the former

height ratio, corresponding to the average diameter of the

entire stand, that was used in adjusting the original data.
This tact could account for at least part of the differences
remaining among the regions after the final adjustment.

Reference to Figure 5, page 29, indicates that the

greatest volume differences of Alaska and British Qolumbia

from Oregon and Washington occurred in stands having aver-

age diameters between six and thirteen inches. It the
difference between the ratios based on average height of the

total stand and those based on the average height of trees

above the merchantable limits is to account for the remain-

ing difference, some explantion as to why these diamoter

limits are moat affected becomes necessary. A possible ex-

planation might be that in the stands of smaller average di-

ameters many of the dominant and codominant trees have not

yet reached the minimum diameter limit that would include

them in the merchantable portion of the stand. They are,

therefore, a part of the smaller sized portion of the stand
which would ordinarily pull the lower part of the height
curve down. Because there are so many dominant trees below

this d.b.h. limit, the ratio will be nearly the same for
average height of the total stand as for average height of
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the trees above the diameter limit being considered in vol-
ume measurement. As the average diameter increases and more
of the dominanta fall above the diameter' limit, the differ-
ence between the two ratios becomes greater. With still
further iuorases in average db.h. to the point where prao-
tioaUy all trees are above the diameter 1imt, the two
ratios will approach each other again. When all trees are
above the diameter limit the two ratios will naturally be
identical.

In view of the foregoing exercise and illustration, it
seems possible that the adjustment based on average height
of the entire stand fails to some extent when applied to
volumes contained in trees above high merchantable limits of
utilization.

£xaminatlon of Basal Area Adjuatment Technique

Investigation of the basal area adjustment was made by
comparing the conditions which exist in two hypothetical
stands, The following assumptions were made regarding Uie

stands:

The earns height curve was used for both stands;
therefore, trees having a diameter of 12 Inches
had the same volume in both oases.

Both stands had identical trees above 11.6 in-
ohes with respect to diameter, height, and
number of trees. This oondition is possible
even though it is improbable. For this prob-
lem, however, a condition of perfeot uniformity
of trees containing the volum, is desirable.
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The two stands differ in number of trees; stand A
has 50 tress and stand B has 75. Diameters of the
two stends are so distributed that the average
stand diameters are equal,

The diameters, basal areas, and volume of the trees
above the merchantable utilization limit of 11.6 inches for
the two stands appear in Table 4.. When the total basal
areas and volumes for the two stands are divided by the to-
tal number of tress in each stand, the average basal areas
and volumes per tree are obtained. These values appear in

the last line of Table 4.
Average volumes per tree for the two stands are 90.2

board feet and 60.1 board feet for stands A and B, respective-
ly. To adjust the average volume per tree for stand B by the
basal area method, the ratio of average basal areas fox' the
two stands is applied to the average volume per tree of
stand B giving the adjusted volume of:

60.1 = 90,1 board feet
.1731

and. the percentage difference bi adjusted volume per

tree for stand B and the volume per tree for stand A is:

90.2 - 90.1
= 0.1 percent.

90.2
This exercise substantiates the original hypothesis upon

which the basal area adjustment was based, i.e., that volume
varies in direct proportion to variations in basal area.



Table 4. Rasal areas and volumes of trees above 11.6 in-
ches in two partial stands illuetrating the re-
lationship between average basal ara and aver-
age volume per tree.

50 tress in total

Average 0.2596

Ld.

90 2

75 tr.0

0
bd rt.)

total stand

0.1731 60.1
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12 0.785 170 12 0.785 170

14. 1.069 270 14. 1,069 270

16 1.396 410 16 1.396 410

18 1.767 580 18 1.767 580

20 2.181 790 20 2.181 790

22 2 640 1010 22 2.64.0 1010

24. 3.142 1280 24. 3.142 1280

Total 12.980 4510 12.980 4510



follow:
Stand A Stand B

Total basal aru of trees 11.6
inches and over sqUare feet) 9.838 4.818

Total number of trees 20 15

Average basal area of trees
11.6 inches and over
(item 1 item 2) (square tee ) .492 .321

Average basal area of those
trees above 11.6 inches
(item 1 + 6 and 5 respectively)
(square feet) 1.64.0 .964

4.0

A second exercise was Bet up to test the affect of the
basal area adjustment on stands varying in the number and

sizes of trees above the merchantable diameter limit.
Again two stands were compared. Stand A consisted of

20 tress, varying in diameter from 2 inches to 22 inches, 6
of these trees being above 11.6 inches. Stand B oonsisted

of 15 trees varying in diameter from 6 inches to 16 inobos,
5 of these trees being above 11.6 inoh The diameters.

heights, basal areas, and volumes of trees 11.6 inches and
over for the two stands appear in Table 5.

The sans height curve was used for determining volumes

for the two stands. In both oases the average basal area
per tree Ia 0.602 square feet, therefore, average diameters
are equal. Average volumes per tree are 161.5 board feet

and 79,4. board test for stands A and B, respectively.
In addition to the information which appoara In Table 5

the following values are needed for the adjustments whiCh



Table 5. Heighta, basal areas, and volumes ot two sample.
stands used to test the validity ot the basal
area and height adjustments.

'Volume
b3L.ft.)

4.1

1.069 270 12 110 .785 170

1.396 410 12 110 .785 170

1.767 580 114. . 120 1.069 270

2.181 790. 16 130 1.396 410

2.640 1010 8 87 .349

.196 - 10 99 .545

.349 -
. 10 99 .545

.087 - 8 87 .349

.196 6 73 .196

.022 - 8 87 .349

.196 - 10 99

.022 10 99

.196 87 .349

.34.9 .442

.022

.196

.34.9

.022

12.040 3230 9.034 1. 0

0.602 16 0.602 7"

12 110

14 120

16 130

18 14.0

20 150

22 160

6 73

8 87

4 56

6 73

2 33

6 73

2 3.3

6 73

8 87

2 33

6 73

8 87

2 33

.785 170 12 110 .785 170

Total '

Average



Average height of trees above
11.6 inches (met)

When the average basal are
applied to average volume of stand B, thi
becomes:

161.5 -

116

161.5

The basal area adjust*.nt reduced the percentage differ-
noe to half the original.

If the ratio of average height of trees 12 inches and

over for the two stands is applied, the volume beoomes:

135
121.7 141.6 board feet,

* 492-- x 79.4 121.7 board feet,
3Z1

and the percentage difference

.7 z 100 : 24.6 percent.

116

adjusted volume

4.2

Stand A Stand B

With no e.djustm.n ige volume per tree differ-
noe is:



and the percentage difference is:

a remaining diff
stands considered in the ax
very unlikely that diameters in an

6

161.5

161.5 - 157.2
i61

vary from 2 to 22 inches. As the veiation of one stand
from the other decreases, the percentage difference rema
ing between the two should decrease.

Another possibility of adjustment exists. If the total
basal area of trees 11.6 inches and over divided by the num-
ber of trees 11.6 inches and over were used for the basal
area adjustment, the volume would be:

x 1.60 x 79.4. = 156.2 board feet
116 .964.

and the percentage difference remaining is:

4 greatly.
-aged stand would

x 100 2.7 peroen

method of adjustment reduced the percentage

difference of average volume per tree to a ely small

value. It may be that this basis should be used for the
basal area adjustment. Under more normal conditions, however,

the average basal area above the diameter limit for the total

43



stand would probably give satisfactory results.

SUMMARY AND OONCLUSXONS

,e western hsmlook-Sitka spruce normal yield tables

compiled by Meyer in 1937 wore found to bo inadequate for

determining the site quality of western hemlock lands. The

reason for the failure of thøss tables was the tact that no
ttampt was made to separate the basic data on the basis of

stand composition. As a result, the site-index curves were
heavily weighted with Sitka spruce heights for ages of 90
years and older. The heavy weighting of spruce data in the
older age classes caused the site-index curves to be too
high to give a just measurement of the productive capacities
of western hemlock 31t58. Subsequent to the recognition of
this fact, western hemlock yield tables were compiled which
permitted a mixture of other species up to 60 percent.

Normal yield tebles based on average stand diameter, as
well as those based on site-index and age, have been corn-
ptl.d for western hemlock stands in Or.gon and Washington.

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether
or not these yield tables for Oregon and Washington could be

applied to hemlock stands in BrItish Columbia and Alaska.
The average diameter yield table approach was used for this

study.

Two factors affecting the volume differences of



second-growth stands of western hemlock in Alaaka British

Columbia, and Oregon and Washington have been recognized.

These are (a) differences in average height of stend of

the three regions and (b) differences in diameter distribu-
tion in stands of the three regiono

Average height of stands in British Columbia and Oregon

and Weahington were quite siilLilar. Average heights o

stands in Alaska were lowei' than heights of the other two re
gions. Adjustnents were made of the Alaska and British Qo-

lumbia volumes by using a ratio of average heights of trees
for Oregon and Wasbingt3n to aYarage heights of the stand

being considered. These adjustments thruw the volume curves

of Alaska and British Columbia above those of Oregon end

Washington.

Differences in diameter distribution of the three re-
gions were evidenced by differences in the average basal

area per tree curves. These curves indicated that Britiati
Columbia had greater dispersion of diameters than Alaska,

and both of these regions bad greater diameter diep
than Oregon and Washington. Adjustment for differences in

diameter dispersion was made by using the ratios of total
basal area of trees above the d.b.h. limit divided by the
total number of trees for Oregon and Washington to the cor-
responding values for Alaska and British Columbia.

A positive difference of Alaska and British Columbia
volumes tram Oregon and Washington volumes remained after



adjustments for the two factors were made. This differenci
indicated either that there w re additional factors affecting
th. volume ditterencs or that the techniques of adjustment
were inadequate. Inasmuch as inspection of the basic data
yielded no olues to other factors which might have an effect
on the differences, an investigation was made of the tech-
niques of adjustment.

The investigation of adjustment technique in

diostod that volume varies directly with average height of
trees containing the volume. oss not necessarily bold
true when the average height of the total stand is used as
the ba.e for adjustment. When two stands are compared,
there may be considerable difference between the ratios of
aVerage heights of trees above the i.bIJI. limit used fox'
volume measurement and the average heights of the total
stands.

Investigation of the basal area ajuatment technique in-
dtoated. that an average basal area ratio is a valuable means
of adjusting average volume per tree where variation exists
in diameter distributions. Iux'tber investigation is needed
to determine whether total basal area of trees above the
d.b.h. limit divided by the total number of trees, or that
same total basal area divided by the number of trees above
the d.bh. limit should be used. br all practical purposes
the former would probably suffice, but if the latter proves
superior, it would have the added advantage of a fewer number



4.7

of trees considered in the computation.
It can be concluded from this study- that western hem-.

look yield tables for Oregon and Washington cannot be ap-
plied to stands n British Columbia Or Alaska without more

omplete methods of adjustment than are ordinarily available
in normal yield tables. Introduction of the basal area ad-
justment into yield prediction calculations decreases the
differences which remain after height adjustment, especially
in board-toot volumes of trees 31.6 inches and over. v.n

er the height and basal area adjustments were made, dit.
onoes up to 15 percent still remained among the regions.

Kilmination of the adjustment techniques used indica-
ted that by using the average height of trees above the di-
ameter limit, instead of the average height of the total
stand, as a basis for the height adjustment, the Oregon-
Washington yield tables might be made applicable to stands

in Alaska and British Columbia.

NDATIONS

It appears that tb ght adjustment by the ratio of
average total stand bei proposed by Bruce (4., p.67) gives

adequate results only w this ratio is very nearly th
same as the ratio of average heights of trees above the di-
ameter limit being considered in volume measurement. These

ratios need not be the same. In tact, such a factor as corn
position variation might cause a considerable difference to



between the two ratios,

An linprovenient in average diameter yield tables might

be made if the normal average heights of trees above the di-
ameter limits of 6.5 and 11.5 inches were included in the
base tables. Use of this ratio might possibly complicate
the process of predicting yields at some future date, The

problem should not be insurmountable, however, for at some

small average diameter and at some diameter above the limit
of utilization the ratios of average height of the total

and and average height of the trees above the diameter
t will be very nearly equal. Those diameters and the

intervening values csu probably be determined by empirIcal
means.

The use of the basal area adjustment in average diam
eter yield tables gives much promise of reduoing errors,
the first exercise used to illustrate the basal area adjust
ment, if stand B were the normel stand anti yields of stand A
were being estimated in terms of stand B, the average normal
volume per tree would bs 60.1 board test. This value multi..
plied by the number of trees in stand A, i.e., 50, gives a
volume of 3,005 board feet. The actual volume of stand A is
4,510 board feet, anti the basal area adjustment applied to
the 3,005 board feet estimate results in a calculated volume
of 4,506 board feet.

Consideration of basal area in predicting future yields
would necessitate a means of estimating the increase in
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normality with the passage of time. This problem is present
in all methods of yield prediction, however, so the system
has no drawbacks not inherent in the other methods.

The use of these two suggested additions to the average
diameter yield tables would require only that additional
height measurements of trees &bove the diameter limit being
consi.dered be taken in the field. If the desired standard
of measurement were determined before the field data were

collected, average total stand height might not need to be
determined,

The objection might arise that be two adjustments

add complexity to the use of the yield tables, Actually,
only the basal area adjustment is added; the height adjust.u.
mont is merely a substitution of different values into the
present method.

The procedure of any method of yield prediction should
be simplified by meobanloal means whenever possible. Aline'.

ment charts, similar to those appearing in the appendix, of-
for a simple and direct method of obtaining the adjustment
factors to be applied in average diameter yield tables.
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t further investigation of tile adjustment factors
based on average basal area and average Lt Of trees

above the diameter limit of measurement proves the validity
of these adjustments, it appears likely that average diame-
ter yield tables can be made to apply over a wider rang. at

than has been possible in the past. However, since

the height adjustment based on average height of trees above
the diameter limit of measurement has not been tested by us-
ing actual stand data, a means of determining this adjust-
mont factor was t provided for in this appendix.

Yigure 6 is an alinement chart for determining the cor-
rection factor to be applied to Oregon and Washington normal

volumes to adjust for differences in height. This adjustment

factor is based on average height of the total stand.
figure 7 is an slinezent chart for determining the cor-

ection factor to be applied to Oregon end. Washington normal

volumes to adjust for differences in dispersion. The ad-

justment is based on average basal area per tree when the

basal area is of trees 6.6 inches and over end 11.6 inches
andover.

Both figure 6 and figure 7 can be used for determining

adjustment factors to be applied to the normal yield tables

for Oregon and Vahington for predicting yields of stands
within the Oregon-Washington region. They could also be
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used in connection with Figure 5 to adjust Oregon-Washington

normal volumes for prediating yields of stands in Alaska or
British Columbia which are nearly normal. In this case the
two adjustments would be applied to the Oregon-Washington

normal volumes and the resultant volum, increased by the

percent indloated by the ourve of Figure 5, page 29, for the
appropriate average diameter.
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